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INTERTWINER SPACES OF QUANTUM GROUP
SUBREPRESENTATIONS
DANIEL GROMADA AND MORITZ WEBER
Abstract. We consider compact matrix quantum groups whose N -dimensional
fundamental representation decomposes into an (N − 1)-dimensional and a one-
dimensional subrepresentation. Even if we know that the compact matrix quantum
group associated to this (N − 1)-dimensional subrepresentation is isomorphic to
the given N -dimensional one, it is a priori not clear how the intertwiner spaces
transform under this isomorphism. In the context of so-called easy and non-easy
quantum groups, we are able to define a transformation of linear combinations of
partitions and we explicitly describe the transformation of intertwiner spaces. As
a side effect, this enables us to produce many new examples of non-easy quantum
groups being isomorphic to easy quantum groups as compact quantum groups but
not as compact matrix quantum groups.
Introduction
Compact (matrix) quantum groups were defined by Woronowicz in [Wor87] by the
following consideration. For a compact group G, we can construct a commutative
C*-algebra A := C(G) of continuous complex-valued functions over G. The multi-
plication µ : G×G→ G can be described by a comultiplication ∆: A→ A⊗A. The
group axioms can also be dualized and formulated in terms of the commutative alge-
bra A and the comultiplication ∆. Such an alternative definition of a group can be
generalized by dropping the commutativity condition on A. The resulting structure
called compact quantum group forms a counterpart of groups in non-commutative
geometry. In particular, generalizing compact matrix groups, we get compact ma-
trix quantum groups, which are defined by some distinguished representation called
fundamental representation.
By a Tannaka–Krein result of Woronowicz [Wor88], compact matrix quantum
groups are determined by their representation theory. The intertwiner spaces of a
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2 DANIEL GROMADA AND MORITZ WEBER
quantum group form a monoidal ∗-category. Conversely, any monoidal ∗-category
of operators determines a quantum group if we interpret those operators as inter-
twiners.
In 2009, Banica and Speicher [BS09] found an easy way how to construct such
categories. They defined a structure of monoidal involutive category on set partitions
and a functor assigning to each partition p a linear operator Tp. Thus, for any
subcategory C of partitions, one can construct a so-called easy quantum group G
with fundamental representation u, an N × N matrix for which the intertwiner
spaces look like
Mor(u⊗k, u⊗l) ≡ {T ∈ L (CNk,CNl) | Tu⊗k = u⊗lT} = span{Tp | p ∈ C (k, l)}.
It holds that the intertwiner spaces for the group of permutations SN come from
the category of all set partitions. On the other hand, the smallest category we
usually consider is the category of non-crossing pair partitions, which corresponds
to Wang’s free orthogonal quantum group O+N defined in [Wan95a]. Thus, for any
easy quantum group G we have SN ⊆ G ⊆ O+N .
This was a groundbreaking step in the theory of compact matrix quantum groups
since it brought a lot of new examples of quantum groups and made some questions
much easier to decide since we are now able to work on the combinatorial level
rather than on the C*-algebraical level. On the other hand, this approach cannot
describe all the quantum groups. In particular, it describes only those quantum
groups SN ⊆ G ⊆ O+N , whose intertwiner spaces are spanned by the maps Tp for
some partitions p.
Nevertheless, since for the group SN the intertwiner spaces are described by the
set of all partitions
Mor(u⊗k, u⊗l) = span{Tp | p is a partition of k + l points},
the intertwiner spaces of any quantum group G such that SN ⊆ G ⊆ O+N must be
some subspaces
Mor(u⊗k, u⊗l) ⊆ span{Tp | p is a partition of k + l points}.
In order to be able to study all compact matrix quantum groups between SN and
O+N , it is enough to introduce a linear structure to the category of partitions such
that we are able to describe any subspace of span{Tp}, not only those having the
maps Tp as generators.
Despite the fact that the classical categories of partitions were already classified
[RW16], we know almost nothing about the linear categories of partitions (categories
of formal linear combinations of partitions). Working with linear combinations is
much more complicated than working just with partitions. For example, given
a linear combination of partitions, it is a quite non-trivial problem to determine
whether the category generated by this linear combination is easy (i.e. spanned by
partitions) or not. As far as we know, this article is one of the first papers containing
amount of non-easy examples of linear categories of partitions.
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A wide class of non-easy examples was recently constructed in [Maa18], where the
intertwiner spaces for all so-called group-theoretical quantum groups were described.
There are also several results going beyond easiness using different approaches such
as generalizing the notion of category of partitions or reinterpreting the partitions.
See for example [Fre17, CW16, Ban18a].
Except for bringing examples of non-easy quantum groups, the main goal of this
article is to study the following phenomenon. It is known that the bistochastic
group BN , which is the group of N×N matrices such that the sum of every row and
the sum of every column equals to one, is isomorphic to ON−1 [BS09]. In fact, the
fundamental representation of BN is reducible and decomposes into a direct sum of
a one-dimensional trivial representation and an (N −1)-dimensional representation,
which is similar to the fundamental representation of ON−1. The same was proven
for the free counterpart B+N being isomorphic to O
+
N−1 [Rau12]. It is also known
that the representation of SN by permutation matrices decomposes into the one-
dimensional trivial representation and (N−1)-dimensional standard representation.
Thus, the free counterpart S+N must also admit this decomposition. Our motivating
question was: What is the (N−1)-dimensional compact matrix quantum group that
is isomorphic to S+N? What do the intertwiner spaces look like?
In fact, every quantum group G such that SN ⊆ G ⊆ B#+N has a fundamental
representation that decomposes into a one-dimensional and an (N − 1)-dimensional
subrepresentation. Recall that B#+N is the easy quantum group whose associated
category of partitions is generated by the double singleton ↑⊗↑ [Web13]. The crucial
part is that we choose a very special isomorphism (in fact, we have two variants here)
for passing from the N -dimensional representation of G to the (N − 1)-dimensional
one allowing us to describe also the resulting intertwiner spaces using partitions or
their linear combinations. In this article, we study the quantum group H generated
by this (N − 1)-dimensional representation and we present a way, how to describe
it using partitions. We also mention the opposite problem of how to reconstruct
the whole quantum group G from the group H. We summarize our results in the
following section. Our considerations lead to many concrete examples of non-easy
quantum groups, which are also summarized in the following section.
1. Main results
1.1. Warm up example. Recall that the bistochastic quantum group B+N is given
by its fundamental representation u = (uij)
N
i,j=1 and the relations turning u into an
orthogonal matrix, u = u¯ together with the bistochastic relations
uξ = ξ, utξ = ξ,
where ξ ∈ CN is the vector filled with entries all equal to one. Now, for any
orthogonal matrix U ∈MN(C) mapping Uξ = αeN for some α ∈ C, we have
UuU t =
(
v 0
0 1
)
= v ⊕ 1
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with v ∈ MN−1(C(B+N)). In addition, v is orthogonal, so we have just proved
the isomorphism B+N ' O+N−1, see [Rau12]. A natural question is now: To which
quantum subgroup of O+N−1 is S
+
N isomorphic? How to describe its intertwiner
spaces? Supprisingly, this question is much harder for S+N than for B
+
N and it heavily
depends on the choice of the unitary U .
To make this more precise, let G = (C(G), u) be any CMQG with SN ⊆ G ⊆ B+N .
Then, as the category of B+N is generated by the singleton ↑, we have again uξ = ξ
and utξ = ξ. Hence, for any orthogonal matrix U as above, we infer that G is
isomorphic to some quantum group SN−1 ⊆ Girr ⊆ O+N−1. As this is an isomorphism
as compact quantum groups (rather than as compact matrix quantum groups), we
have no information about the intertwiner spaces of Girr in general – and they may
be very different from the ones of G, as in the example B+N ' O+N−1.
We can make the statement even more general and consider a CMQG SN ⊆
G ⊆ B#+N , whose fundamental representation decomposes as UuU∗ = v ⊕ r, where
r ∈ C(G) is a one-dimensional representation of G. Then, the quantum group Girr
determined by the subrepresentation v might not be isomorphic to G itself, but
essentially to some quotient G/Zˆ2.
1.2. Main theorems. We define particular orthogonal matrices U(N,+), U(N,−) ∈
MN(C) such that we may describe the intertwiner spaces of Girr explicitly for
any CMQG SN ⊆ G ⊆ B#+N . To be more precise, we define transformations
V(N,±) : PN -lin → P(N−1)-lin of linear combinations of partitions (Definition 4.10)
and two quantum groups Girr+ and G
irr
− (Definition 4.6) using orthogonal matrices
U(N,+) and U(N,−) (Definition 4.5) and we prove the following theorem.
Theorem A (Theorem 4.8, Theorem 4.13). Let G = (C(G), u), SN ⊆ G ⊆ B#+N be
a CMQG corresponding to a category K ⊆PN -lin, ↑ ⊗ ↑ ∈ K . Then Girr± satisfies
SN−1 ⊆ Girr± ⊆ O+N−1 and it corresponds to the category
V(N,±)K = {V(N,±)p | p ∈ K } ⊆P(N−1)-lin.
Note that ↑⊗↑ 6∈ V(N,±)K , so the fundamental representation of Girr± is no longer
reducible. In the case G = B+N (alternatively B
′+
N or B
#+
N ), we have G
irr
+ = G
irr
− =
O+N−1.
Given a compact matrix quantum group G, using any regular matrix T ∈MN(C),
we can construct a similar matrix quantum group G˜ = TGT−1. Although G and G˜
are similar, they are not the same and in particular they have different (although
similar) intertwiner spaces. In particular, even if SN ⊆ G ⊆ O+N , this might not
hold for G˜. If it does, easiness of G need not imply easiness of G˜. If we are looking
for examples of non-easy quantum groups, this provides the simplest construction
for obtaining such examples. It turns out that there exists one canonical choice
of a similarity matrix T ∈ MN(C) such that for any G satisfying SN ⊆ G ⊆
O+N , we have also SN ⊆ G˜ ⊆ O+N . The following theorem describes this similarity
relation explicitly and also gives an explicit description for the transformation of the
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corresponding linear category of partitions. This in particular provides the similarity
between the quantum groups Girr+ and G
irr
− .
Theorem B (Theorem 7.4 and Proposition 7.7). Let G = (C(G), u), SN ⊆ G ⊆ O+N
be a CMQG corresponding to a category K ⊆PN -lin. Let us denote τ(N) := − 2N ∈
PN -lin(1, 1). Then G˜ := (C(G), Tτ(N)uT
−1
τ(N)
) is a compact matrix quantum group
satisfying SN ⊆ G˜ ⊆ O+N and it corresponds to the category
T(N)K = {τ⊗l(N)pτ⊗k(N) | p ∈ K (k, l)}k,l∈N0 ,
where T(N) : PN -lin →PN -lin mapping p 7→ τ⊗l(N)pτ⊗l(N) for p ∈PN -lin(k, l) provides a
monoidal ∗-isomorphism K → T(N)K .
In particular, considering G such that SN ⊆ G ⊆ B#+N , we have the similarity
Tτ(N−1)G
irr
+ T
−1
τ(N−1) = G
irr
− , but on the other hand Tτ(N)GT
−1
τ(N)
= G.
While Theorem A described the construction of Girr± for a given G such that
SN ⊆ G ⊆ B#+N , the main result of Section 5 shows that there are three canonical
ways how to construct a quantum group G˜ such that G˜irr± = G
irr
± , and provides
a description of the corresponding intertwiner spaces. In the following, we use
the operator P(N) : PN -lin(k, l) → PN -lin(k, l) mapping p 7→ pi⊗lppi⊗k, where pi =
− 1
N
∈PN -lin(1, 1) (see Definition 5.5).
Theorem C (Theorem 5.19). Let K ⊆ PN -lin be a linear category of partitions
such that ↑ ⊗ ↑ ∈ K . Denote by G the corresponding quantum group. Then we can
construct the quantum group corresponding to the following categories
〈P(N)K 〉N -lin corresponds to U∗(N,±)(Girr± ∗ Zˆ2)U(N,±),
〈P(N)K , 〉N -lin corresponds to U∗(N,±)(Girr± × Zˆ2)U(N,±),
〈P(N)K , ↑〉N -lin corresponds to U∗(N,±)(Girr± × E)U(N,±).
1.3. Examples of non-easy categories. In this subsection we summarize all ex-
amples of non-easy linear categories of partitions constructed in this work. Most of
them come from Section 6. We define each category by a set of generators. The
categories usually depend on a number N ∈ N, which stands for the dimension of
the matrix of the corresponding compact matrix quantum group. To simplify the
formulation, we do not mention the precise compact matrix quantum group corre-
sponding to those examples, but rather the well known quantum groups that are
isomorphic to those. In each example, we give a reference to the precise statement.
Those examples were actually the true motivation for this work since big part
of them was constructed by performing computer experiments using the computer
algebraic software Singular [DGPS]. The theory presented in this article was
developed afterwards to interpret those examples.
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Example 1.1 (Proposition 6.3, Example 4.11). Applying Theorem A on the quan-
tum groups with categories
NC(N+1)-lin = 〈 〉(N+1)-lin and NC ′(N+1)-lin = 〈 〉(N+1)-lin
we get the following.
〈V(N+1,±) 〉N -lin ←→ S+N+1,
〈V(N+1,±) 〉N -lin ←→ S+N+1 × Zˆ2,
where
V(N+1,±) = − 1
N
(
1± 1√
N + 1
)
( + + )+
1
N2
(
2± N + 2√
N + 1
)
,
V(N+1,±) = − 1
N
(
1± 1√
N + 1
)
( + + + )+
+
1
N2
(
N + 2
N + 1
± 2√
N + 1
)
( + + +
+ + + ) +
1
N3
(
N2 − 4N − 8
N + 1
∓ 8√
N + 1
)
.
Example 1.2 (Proposition 6.4, Example 5.6). Applying Theorem C on the previous
examples we get the following
〈P(N) , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin ←→ S+N ∗ Zˆ2,
〈P(N) , 〉N -lin ←→ S+N × Zˆ2,
where
P(N) = − 1
N
( + + ) +
2
N2
.
And
〈P(N) , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin ←→ (S+N × Zˆ2) ∗ Zˆ2,
〈P(N) , 〉N -lin ←→ (S+N × Zˆ2)× Zˆ2,
〈P(N) , ↑〉N -lin ←→ S+N × Zˆ2,
where
P(N) = − 1
N
( + + + )+
+
1
N2
( + + + + + ) +
3
N3
.
Example 1.3 (Proposition 6.6). Applying Theorem C on 〈 , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin, we get
〈P(N) , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin ←→ ON−1 ∗ Zˆ2,
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where
P(N) = − 1
N
( + ) +
1
N2
.
Example 1.4 (Proposition 6.8). Applying Theorem C on 〈 , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin, we get
〈P(N) , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin ←→ O∗N−1 ∗ Zˆ2,
〈P(N) , 〉N -lin ←→ O∗N−1 × Zˆ2,
〈P(N) , ↑〉N -lin ←→ O∗N−1,
where
P(N) = − 1
N
( + + ) +
1
N2
( + + )− 1
N3
.
Example 1.5 (Example 7.6). Applying Theorem B on 〈 〉N -lin, we get
〈T(N) 〉N -lin ←→ H+N ,
where
T(N) = − 2
N
( + + + )
+
4
N2
( + + + + + )− 16
N3
.
2. Quantum groups and partitions
In this preliminary section, we recall the basic notions of compact matrix quantum
groups and Tannaka–Krein duality. For a more detailed introduction, we refer to
the monographs [Tim08, NT13].
2.1. Compact matrix quantum groups. Let A be a unital C*-algebra, uij ∈ A,
where i, j = 1, . . . , N for some N ∈ N. Denote u := (uij)Ni,j=1 ∈ MN(A). The pair
(A, u) is called a compact matrix quantum group if
(1) the elements uij, i, j = 1, . . . , N generate A,
(2) the matrices u and ut = (uji) are invertible,
(3) the map ∆: A→ A⊗min A defined as ∆(uij) :=
∑N
k=1 uik ⊗ ukj extends to a
unital ∗-homomorphism.
Compact matrix quantum groups are generalizations of compact matrix groups in
the following sense. For G ⊆MN(C) we can take the algebra of continuous functions
A := C(G). This algebra is generated by the functions uij ∈ C(G) assigning to each
matrix g ∈ G its (i, j)-th element gij. The so-called co-multiplication ∆: C(G) →
C(G) ⊗ C(G) ' C(G × G) is connected with the matrix multiplication on G by
∆(f)(g, h) = f(gh) for f ∈ C(G) and g, h ∈ G.
Therefore, for a general compact matrix quantum group G = (A, u), the algebra A
should be seen as an algebra of non-commutative functions defined on some under-
lying non-commutative compact space. For this reason, we often denote A = C(G)
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even if A is not commutative. The matrix u is called the fundamental representation
of G.
A compact matrix quantum group H = (C(H), v) is a quantum subgroup of
G = (C(G), u), denoted as H ⊆ G, if u and v have the same size and there is a
surjective ∗-homomorphism ϕ : C(G)→ C(H) sending uij 7→ vij. We say that G and
H are identical if there exists such a ∗-isomorphism (i.e. if G ⊆ H and H ⊆ G). We
say that G and H are similar if there exists a regular matrix T and a ∗-isomorphism
ϕ : C(G)→ C(H) mapping uij 7→ [TvT−1]ij. In this case, we write G = THT−1.
One of the most important examples is the quantum generalization of the orthog-
onal group. The orthogonal group can be described as
ON = {U ∈MN(C) | Uij = U¯ij, UU t = U tU = 1}.
So, it can be treated also as a compact matrix quantum group (C(ON), u), where
C(ON) can be described as a universal C*-algebra
C(ON) = C
∗(uij, i, j = 1, . . . , N | uij = u∗ij, uut = utu = 1, uijukl = ukluij).
This algebra can be quantized by dropping the commutativity relation. This
was done by Wang in [Wan95a] and the resulting quantum group described by the
algebra
C(O+N) := C
∗(uij, i, j = 1, . . . , N | uij = u∗ij, uut = utu = 1)
is called the free orthogonal quantum group.
2.2. Representations of CMQG. As in the case of classical groups, the defining
or fundamental representation is not the only representation of a given group. For
a compact matrix quantum group G = (C(G), u), we say that v ∈ Mn(C(G)) is a
representation of G if ∆(vij) =
∑
k vik⊗vkj, where ∆ is the comultiplication defined
in the previous subsection. The representation v is called unitary if it is unitary as
a matrix, i.e.
∑
k vikv
∗
jk =
∑
k v
∗
kivkj = δij.
Let u ∈ Mn(C(G)) and v ∈ Mm(C(G)). As in the case of ordinary matrices,
we can consider the direct sum u ⊕ v ∈ Mn+m(C(G)), the tensor product u ⊗ v ∈
Mnm(C(G)) or the complex conjugate u¯ = (u
∗
ij) ∈ Mn(C(G)). It is easy to check
that if u and v are representations of some compact quantum group G, then those
operations define new representations of G.
Let u ∈Mn(C(G)) and v ∈Mm(C(G)) be representations of a compact quantum
group G. A linear map T : Cn → Cm is called an intertwiner if Tu = vT . The
space of all such maps is denoted Mor(u, v). The representations u and v are called
equivalent if there exists an invertible operator T intertwining those representations.
We say that a subspace V ⊆ Cn is invariant with respect to a representation
v ∈Mn(C(G)) if vP = PvP , where P is the orthogonal projection onto V . It holds
that any unitary representation v is completely reducible. That is, if V = PCn is
an invariant subspace, then V ⊥ = (I − P )Cn is also invariant. From the equality
v(I − P ) = (I − P )v(I − P ), we can see that PvP = Pv. So, V is an invariant
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subspace of v if and only if the corresponding projection P intertwines v with itself
vP = Pv.
A representation v ∈ Mn(C(G)), whose only invariant subspaces are {0} and Cn
is called irreducible. From the complete reducibility it follows that every unitary
representation is a direct sum of irreducible ones.
2.3. Monoidal ∗-categories. Let R be a set of objects. For every r, s ∈ R, let
Mor(r, s) be a vector space of morphisms between r and s. Let us have an associative
binary operation ⊗ : R×R→ R and associative bilinear operations ⊗ : Mor(r, s)×
Mor(r′, s′) → Mor(r ⊗ r′, s ⊗ s′). Let · : Mor(r, s) ⊗ Mor(p, r) → Mor(p, s) be
another associative bilinear operation. Finally, let ∗ be an antilinear involution
mapping Mor(r, s) → Mor(s, r). Then the tuple (R, {Mor(r, s)}r,s∈R,⊗, ·, ∗) forms
a (small strict) monoidal ∗-category if the following additional conditions hold:
• For every r ∈ R, there is an identity 1r ∈ Mor(r, r) satisfying 1r · T1 = T1
and T2 · 1r = T2 for every T1 ∈ Mor(p, r) and every T2 ∈ Mor(r, s).
• There is 1 ∈ R such that, for every r ∈ R, 1⊗ r = r ⊗ 1 = r.
A monoidal ∗-category is called concrete if the morphisms are realized by ma-
trices. That is, there is a map n : R → N0 such that Mor(r, s) ⊆ L (Cn(r),Cn(s)),
the identity morphism is the identity matrix and the operations coincide with the
classical operations on matrices.
Let R1, R2 be monoidal ∗-categories. A map F : R1 → R2 together with linear
maps F : Mor(r, s)→ Mor(F (r), F (s)) are called a monoidal unitary functor if they
preserve the structure of a monoidal ∗-category, i.e.
• F (T1 ⊗ T2) = F (T1)⊗ F (T2),
• F (T2T1) = F (T2)F (T1),
• F (T ∗) = F (T )∗.
We will often consider functors that act on the objects as some obvious bijection. In
this case, we will call the linear maps F : Mor(r, s) → Mor(F (r), F (s)) a monoidal
∗-homomorphism. If those are also bijections (i.e. linear isomorphisms), we will call
them monoidal ∗-isomorphism.
Sometimes we will refer to a monoidal involutive categories, by which we will mean
a monoidal ∗-category, where we drop the linear structure of the morphism spaces.
For given two objects r, s of a monoidal category, we will say that they are dual
to each other (denoted s = r¯ or r = s¯) if there are morphisms T1 ∈ Mor(1, r⊗s) and
T2 ∈ Mor(1, s⊗ r) such that (T ∗1 ⊗ 1r)(1r ⊗ T2) = 1r and (T ∗2 ⊗ 1s)(1s⊗ T1) = 1s. A
monoidal category, where all objects have their dual is called a monoidal category
with duals.
2.4. Tannaka–Krein duality. An important example of a concrete monoidal ∗-
category with duals is the set of all unitary representations RepG of a given compact
matrix quantum group G, where the set of morphisms between two representations
u and v is the space of intertwiners Mor(u, v). A dual of a representation u = (uij)
is simply its complex conjugate u¯ = (u∗ij). (In this paper we work only with Kac
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type quantum groups, where u¯ is indeed unitary. Otherwise it has to be unitarized.)
Such a category is, in addition, complete in the sense that it is closed under taking
equivalent objects, subobjects and direct sums of objects.
For every compact matrix quantum group G = (C(G), u), it was shown [Wor87]
that all representations are direct sums of irreducible ones and that any irreducible
representation v is contained as a subrepresentation in a tensor product of sufficiently
many copies of the fundamental representation u and its complex conjugate u¯. Thus,
to describe the representation theory of a given quantum group G, it is enough to
consider the category R˜epG of representations that are made as a tensor product
of copies of u and u¯. The complete category RepG can be computed as the natural
completion of R˜epG.
One of the most important results is the Tannaka–Krein duality for compact
quantum groups that was proven by Woronowicz in [Wor88]. It says that conversely
given a concrete monoidal ∗-category R generated by some object r and its complex
conjugate r¯ there exists a compact matrix quantum group G such that RepG is the
completion of R.
This quantum group is determined uniquely in the sense that the Hopf ∗-algebra
C[G] generated by the matrix elements uij of the fundamental representation is
unique. For the C*-algebra C(G), one can take any C*-completion of C[G]. In this
work, we will always consider the full algebra, that is, the universal C*-enveloping
algebra of C[G].
3. Linear categories of partitions
In 2009 Banica and Speicher introduced the notion of easy quantum groups [BS09],
which allows to construct examples of compact matrix quantum groups from so-
called categories of partitions. In this section, we generalize this approach by intro-
ducing linear combinations of partitions and extending the usual categorical opera-
tions for them. For more information about the connection between partitions and
quantum groups, see also the survey [Web17].
3.1. Partitions. Let k, l ∈ N0, by a partition of k upper and l lower points we mean
a partition of the set {1, . . . , k}unionsq{1, . . . , l} ≈ {1, . . . , k+ l}, that is, a decomposition
of the set of k + l points into non-empty disjoint subsets, called blocks. The first
k points are called upper and the last l points are called lower. The set of all
partitions on k upper and l lower points is denoted P(k, l). We denote the union
P :=
⋃
k,l∈N0P(k, l). The number |p| := k + l for p ∈ P(k, l) is called the length
of p.
We illustrate partitions graphically by putting k points in one row and l points
on another row below and connecting by lines those points that are grouped in one
block. All lines are drawn between those two rows.
Below, we give an example of two partitions p ∈P(3, 4) and q ∈P(4, 4) defined
by their graphical representation. The first set of points is decomposed into three
blocks, whereas the second one is into five blocks. In addition, the first one is an
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example of a non-crossing partition, i.e. a partition that can be drawn in a way that
lines connecting different blocks do not intersect (following the rule that all lines are
between the two rows of points). On the other hand, the second partition has one
crossing.
(1) p = q =
In our graphical notation, if two or more strings cross each other, we never assume
they are connected. On the other hand, if three strings meet at one point (typically
like this ), we of course assume they are connected. Thus, a partition on two
upper and two lower points, where all points are in a single block, is denoted like
this , whereas the diagram stands for a partition consisting of two blocks.
A block containing a single point is called a singleton. In particular, the partitions
containing only one point are called singletons and for clarity denoted by an arrow
↑ ∈P(0, 1) and ↓ ∈P(1, 0).
3.2. Linear categories of partitions. Let us fix a natural number N ∈ N. Let
us denote PN -lin(k, l) the vector space of formal linear combination of partitions
p ∈ P(k, l). That is, PN -lin(k, l) is a vector space, whose basis is P(k, l). Let us
denote PN -lin :=
⋃
k,lPN -lin(k, l).
Now, we are going to define some operations on PN -lin. First, let us define those
operations just on partitions.
• The tensor product of two partitions p ∈ P(k, l) and q ∈ P(k′, l′) is the
partition p ⊗ q ∈ P(k + k′, l + l′) obtained by writing the graphical repre-
sentations of p and q “side by side”.
⊗ =
• For p ∈P(k, l), q ∈P(l,m) we define their composition qp ∈PN -lin(k,m)
by putting the graphical representation of q below p identifying the lower
row of p with the upper row of q. The upper row of p now represents the
upper row of the composition and the lower row of q represents the lower
row of the composition. Each extra connected component of the diagram
that appears in the middle and is not connected to any of the upper or the
lower points, transforms to a multiplicative factor N .
· = = N2
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• For p ∈P(k, l) we define its involution p∗ ∈P(l, k) by reversing its graph-
ical representation with respect to the horizontal axis.( )∗
=
Now we can extend the definition of tensor product and composition on the whole
vector space PN -lin linearly. We extend the definition of the involution antilinearly.
These operations are called the category operations on partitions.
The set of all natural numbers with zero N0 as a set of objects together with the
spaces of linear combinations of partitionsPN -lin(k, l) as sets of morphisms between
k ∈ N0 and l ∈ N0 with respect to those operations form a monoidal ∗-category. All
objects in the category are self-dual.
Any collection of subspaces K =
⋃
k,l∈N0K (k, l), K (k, l) ⊆ PN -lin(k, l) con-
taining the identity partition ∈ K (1, 1) and the pair partition ∈ K (0, 2) and
closed under the category operations is a monoidal ∗-category with duals. We call
it a linear category of partitions.
For given p1, . . . , pn ∈ PN -lin we denote by 〈p1, . . . , pn〉N -lin the smallest lin-
ear category of partitions containing p1, . . . , pn. We say that p1, . . . , pn generate
〈p1, . . . , pn〉N -lin. Note that the pair partitions are contained in the category by
definition and hence will not be explicitly listed as generators.
The category operations on partitions were first defined by Banica and Speicher in
[BS09]. They also defined the notion of a category of partitions. Nonetheless, their
definition does not fully coincide with ours since we consider linear combinations of
partitions here. For the comparison, see also Subsection 3.6.
Note that if we consider two partitions p, q ∈P(k, k), where all blocks are of size
two (so-called pairings), then the composition qp in PN -lin coincides (including the
factors N) with the multiplication in the Brauer algebra Bk(N) (defined by Brauer
in [Bra37]). Considering only non-crossing pairings, we get the Temperley–Lieb
algebra TLk(N) (originally defined in [TL71]; the multiplication was interpreted as
a composition of pairings in [Kau87]).
3.3. Partitions with lower points only. For p ∈P(k, l), k > 0, its left rotation
is a partition Lrot p ∈ P(k − 1, l + 1) obtained by moving the leftmost point of
the upper row to the beginning of the lower row, while it still belongs to the same
block as before. Similarly, for p ∈ P(k, l), l > 0, we can define its right rotation
Rrot p ∈P(k+ 1, l− 1) by moving the last point of the lower row to the end of the
upper row. Both operations are obviously invertible.
For linear combinations of partitions we define those operations linearly.
Lemma 3.1. Any linear category of partitions is closed under rotations (left and
right including inverses).
Proof. The proof for linear combination of partitions is the same as for partitions.
See [BS09, Lemma 2.7]. 
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Since any linear category of partitions K is closed under rotations, it means that
it is completely described by its subset consisting of partitions with lower points only.
When working with partitions with lower points only, it is convenient to introduce
the rotation as a map p 7→ Rp := (Lrot ◦Rrot)p for p ∈PN -lin(0, k) which takes the
last point of a partition and moves it to the front.
3.4. Linear maps associated to partitions. Consider again a fixed natural num-
ber N ∈ N. Given a partition p ∈P(k, l), we can define a linear map Tp : (CN)⊗k →
(CN)⊗l via
(2) Tp(ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eik) =
N∑
j1,...,jl=1
δp(i, j)(ej1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ejl),
where i = (i1, . . . , ik), j = (j1, . . . , jl) and the symbol δp(i, j) is defined as follows.
Let us assign the k points in the upper row of p by the numbers i1, . . . , ik (from left
to right) and the l points in the lower row by j1, . . . , jl (again from left to right).
Then δ(i, j) = 1 if the points belonging to the same block are assigned the same
numbers. Otherwise δ(i, j) = 0.
As an example, we can express δp and δq, where p and q come from Equation (1),
using multivariate δ function as follows
δp(i, j) = δi1i2i3j2j3 , δq(i, j) = δi2j3j4δi3j2 .
We extend this definition for linear combinations of partitions linearly, i.e. δαp+q =
αδp + δq and hence Tαp+q = αTp + Tq.
Given a linear combination of partitions p ∈ PN -lin(k, l), we can interpret the
map Tp as an intertwiner Tpu
⊗k = u⊗lTp for some compact matrix quantum group
G. Substituting the definition of Tp, this implies the following relations
N∑
t1,...,tk=1
δp(t, s)ut1i1 · · ·utkik =
N∑
j1,...,jl=1
δp(i, j)us1j1 · · ·usljl
for every i1, . . . , ik, s1, . . . , sl ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
For example, considering p = ∈P(0, 2), we have the relation
δs1s2 =
N∑
j=1
us1jus2j.
Thus, for any quantum group G ⊆ O+N , we have that T ∈ Mor(1, u⊗u). Similarly,
we also have T ∈ Mor(u⊗ u, 1) for any G ⊆ O+N .
Proposition 3.2. The map T• : p 7→ Tp is a monoidal ∗-homomorphism. That is,
we have the following
(1) Tp⊗q = Tp ⊗ Tq,
(2) Tqp = TqTp whenever one of the sides makes sense,
(3) Tp∗ = T
∗
p .
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Note in particular the distinction with the original work [BS09], where the compo-
sition is considered without the factors N and therefore the map T• is not a functor.
If we consider just partitions and not their linear combinations, it does not make
a difference. However, in case of linear combinations of partitions, it is essential to
include the factors N in the definition of composition to assure that T• indeed is a
functor.
Note also that T• is not injective. Indeed, consider for example N = 2. Then we
have
δ = 1 = δ + δ + δ − 2δ ,
so
T = T + T + T − 2T ,
To be more precise, we can formulate the following proposition. Recall, that T•
depends on the number N . For a partition p ∈P(k, l), denote by b(p) the number
of blocks in p.
Proposition 3.3. For any k, l ∈ N0, the set
{Tp | p ∈P(k, l); b(p) ≤ N}
forms a basis of span{Tp | p ∈P(k, l)} = {Tp | p ∈PN -lin(k, l)}.
Proof. We will prove the lemma using yet an alternative basis of span{Tp}p∈P(k,l).
In [Maa18, Definition 3.1], Maassen introduced alternative maps Tˆp : CNk → CNl
associated to partitions p ∈ P(k, l). As remarked in the article, it is clear from
their definition that Tˆp = 0 if b(p) > N . In addition, it is proven [Maa18, Lemma
3.4] that the rest, i.e. the set {Tˆp | p ∈P(k, l); b(p) ≤ N}, is linearly independent.
In addition, the following relationship between Tp and Tˆp can be formulated
[Maa18, Lemma 4.21]
Tp =
∑
q≥p
Tˆq,
where we write q ≥ p if q was obtained by joining some blocks in p. This proves that
span{Tp}p∈P(k,l) = span{Tˆp}p∈P(k,l) and also that the set {Tp | p ∈ P(k, l); b(p) ≤
N} is a basis since it is obtained by a regular transformation of the basis {Tˆp | p ∈
P(k, l); b(p) ≤ N}. 
Corollary 3.4. Let k, l ∈ N0 such that k + l ≤ N . Then T• restricted to P(k, l) is
injective.
Proof. The number of blocks in a given partition is always lower or equal to the
number of points. Since we assume that the number of points k + l ≤ N , it follows
from the previous proposition that the operators {Tp | p ∈ P(k, l)} are linearly
independent. 
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3.5. Quantum groups associated to linear categories.
Theorem 3.5 ([BS09]). Let us denote by u the fundamental representation of the
group SN . Then we have
Mor(u⊗k, u⊗l) = span{Tp | p ∈P(k, l)} = {Tp | p ∈PN -lin(k, l)}.
Using this theorem together with the Tannaka–Krein duality, we get the following
corollary.
Corollary 3.6. For any compact matrix quantum group G = (C(G), u) such that
SN ⊆ G ⊆ O+N , there is a linear category of partitions K such that R˜epG is the
image of K by the homomorphism T•. That is,
Mor(u⊗k, u⊗l) = {Tp | p ∈ K (k, l)}.
Conversely, for any linear category of partitions K there is a quantum group G,
SN ⊆ G ⊆ O+N , whose representation theory corresponds to K in this way.
We can express the compact matrix quantum group G corresponding to a linear
category of partitions K very concretely as
C(G) = C∗(uij, i, j = 1, . . . , N | u = u¯, Tpu⊗k = u⊗lTp ∀p ∈ K (k, l), k, l ∈ N0).
Suppose that a set K generates K . Then, thanks to the functorial property of T ,
we have
C(G) = C∗
(
uij, i, j = 1, . . . , N
∣∣∣∣ u = u¯, uut = utu = 1CN ,Tpu⊗k = u⊗lTp ∀p ∈ K(k, l), k, l ∈ N0
)
.
3.6. Easy categories. A linear category of partitionsK is called easy if it spanned
by partitions (not linear combinations of partitions). That is, if there exists a col-
lection of sets C (k, l) ⊆P(k, l) such that K (k, l) = spanC (k, l). Note that in this
case the set C =
⋃
k,l∈N0 C (k, l) is closed under the category operations if we ignore
the scalar factors in the composition rule, which are in this case unimportant. Thus,
C forms a monoidal involutive category. Such a category is called a category of par-
titions according to the original definition of Banica and Speicher from [BS09]. The
corresponding quantum groups G with SN ⊆ G ⊆ O+N in the sense of Corollary 3.6
are called easy ; otherwise they are non-easy. Note also that since we can ignore the
scalar factors in the definition of the composition, easy categories do not depend on
the number N ∈ N corresponding to the size of the matrux u of the quantum group,
while general linear categories of partitions might do.
The easy categories of partitions are classified [RW16] and this classification pro-
vides us important examples of linear categories of partitions, so let us briefly men-
tion some results of this classification.
One of the interesting kind of categories of partitions are the non-crossing ones,
where all elements are non-crossing partitions. There are exactly the following seven
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non-crossing easy categories of partitions [Web13].
〈〉N -lin ⊆
{〈↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin ⊆ 〈 〉N -lin ⊆ 〈↑〉N -lin
〈 〉N -lin ⊆ 〈 , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin
}
⊆ 〈 , ↑〉N -lin
We denote the corresponding quantum groups as follows.
O+N ⊇
{
B#+N ⊇ B′+N ⊇ B+N
H+N ⊇ S ′+N
}
⊇ S+N
Adding the crossing partition , which corresponds to the commutativity relation
uijukl = ukluij, to those categories, we obtain six categories (only six because 〈↑ ⊗
↑, 〉N -lin = 〈 , 〉N -lin) corresponding to groups
ON ⊇
{
BN × Z2 ⊇ BN
HN ⊇ SN × Z2
}
⊇ SN .
Here, ON denotes the orthogonal group, BN is the bistochastic group, HN stands for
the hyperoctahedral group and SN is the symmetric group. This also motivates the
notation for the free quantum groups corresponding to the non-crossing categories.
3.7. The role of the double singleton ↑ ⊗ ↑. In this article, we are interested
particularly in the categories containing ↑ ⊗ ↑, so let us comment a bit on those.
The partition ↑⊗ ↑ is a rotation of , which corresponds to the relation ∑k uik =∑
k ukj for any i, j. That is, sums of all rows and all columns are equal. Let us
denote those sums r :=
∑
k uik. Using orthogonality of u, we can, in addition,
derive that r2 = 1, which is actually the relation corresponding to ↑ ⊗ ↑.
The relation corresponding to , which is a rotation of , can be written
as ruij = uijr, i.e. r commutes with everything. The relation corresponding to the
singleton ↑ says that r = 1.
3.8. Products of CMQGs.
Proposition 3.7 ([Wan95b]). Let G = (C(G), u) and H = (C(H), v) be compact
matrix quantum groups. Then G × H := (C(G) ⊗max C(H), u ⊕ v) is a compact
matrix quantum group. For the co-multiplication we have that
∆×(uij ⊗ 1) = ∆G(uij), ∆×(1⊗ vkl) = ∆H(vkl).
The algebra C(G)⊗maxC(H) can be described as a universal C*-algebra generated
by elements uij and vkl such that every uij commutes with every vkl, the elements
uij satisfy the same relations as uij ∈ C(G) and the elements vkl satisfy the same
relations as vkl ∈ C(H). Thus, the matrix
u⊕ v =
(
u 0
0 v
)
∈MN1+N2(C(G)⊗max C(H))
indeed consists of generators of the algebra C(G)⊗maxC(H). From now on, we will
use such interpretation of the maximal tensor product and we will write just uijvkl
instead of uij ⊗ vkl without the explicit tensor sign.
A similar construction can be defined using the free product.
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Proposition 3.8 ([Wan95a]). Let G = (C(G), u) and H = (C(H), v) be compact
matrix quantum groups. Then G ∗H := (C(G) ∗C C(H), u⊕ v) is a compact matrix
quantum group. For the co-multiplication we have that
∆∗(uij) = ∆G(uij), ∆∗(vkl) = ∆H(vkl).
We view C(G) ∗C C(H) as the universal C*-algebra generated by elements uij
satisfying the relations from C(G) and elements vkl satisfying the relations from
C(H), identifying the units but imposing no further relations.
We will call the quantum groups G × H and G ∗ H the tensor product and the
free product of G and H.
Actually, Wang defined those products in his articles in the general setting of
compact quantum groups. However, in our article, we understand by the tensor and
free product always this particular compact matrix quantum group construction.
For example, we will often use the following construction. Consider a compact
matrix quantum group G = (C(G), u) and denote by E := (C, 1) the trivial compact
matrix (quantum) group. Then we can construct G × E = (C(G), u ⊕ 1), which is
isomorphic to G in the sense that there is a ∗-isomorphism mapping C(G × E) =
C(G)→ C(G), but it is not identical with G in the sense of the definition formulated
in Subsection 2.1 since the fundamental representation of G is an N × N matrix,
while the one of G× E is an (N + 1)× (N + 1) matrix.
Proposition 3.9 ([TW17]). Let G = (C(G), u) and H = (C(H), v) be compact
matrix quantum groups. Let A be the C*-subalgebra of C(G) ⊗max C(H) generated
by the products uijvkl, i.e. generated by the elements of the matrix u ⊗ v. Then
G ×˜H := (A, u⊗ v) is a compact matrix quantum group. For the co-multiplication
we have that
∆×˜(uijvkl) = ∆G(uij)∆H(vkl)
The quantum groupG×˜H is called the glued tensor product ofG andH. Similarly,
one can define the glued free product G ∗˜H, which we will not use in this article.
As an example, let us mention that S ′+N = S
+
N ×˜ Zˆ2 and B′+N = B+N ×˜ Zˆ2 [Web13,
Proposition 5.1].
4. Constructing a quantum group generated by a subrepresentation
In this section, we introduce the main objects of this article – the quantum groups
Girr+ and G
irr
− associated to a quantum group G with SN ⊆ G ⊆ B#+N . The starting
point is Lemma 4.1. See also Subsection 1.1 for a motivation.
4.1. Quantum groups with reducible subrepresentation. The fundamental
representation of SN decomposes into a direct sum of two irreducible representations:
the trivial representation acting on the invariant subspace spanned by the vector
ξ :=
∑N
i=1 ei and the standard representation, which acts faithfully on the orthogonal
complement of span{ξ}.
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Therefore, the fundamental representation of any quantum group G ⊇ SN has at
most those two invariant subspaces.
Lemma 4.1 ([RW15, Proposition 2.5(iii)]). Let G be a compact matrix quantum
group such that SN ⊆ G ⊆ O+N corresponding to a linear category of partitions K .
The fundamental representation of G is reducible if and only if ↑ ⊗ ↑ ∈ K , which
holds if and only if G ⊆ B#+N .
Proof. As mentioned above, the fundamental representation u of a quantum group
G ⊇ SN is reducible if and only if span{ξ} is an invariant subspace. The projection
onto span{ξ} can be written as 1
N
T . Thus, u is reducible if and only if T ∈
Mor(u, u), which holds if and only if ∈ K , which holds if and only if ↑ ⊗ ↑ ∈ K .
(Recall that B#+N is the easy quantum group, whose category is generated by the
partition ↑ ⊗ ↑.) 
Consider a quantum group G such that SN ⊆ G ⊆ B#+N , so its fundamental rep-
resentation u has two invariant subspaces – span{ξ} and its orthogonal complement
span{ξ}⊥. This means that taking any linear map U : CN → CN such that span{ξ}⊥
is mapped onto the space spanned by the first N−1 basis vectors span{e1, . . . , eN−1}
and ξ is mapped onto (a multiple of) eN , we get that UuU
−1 = v ⊕ r, where
v ∈MN−1(C(G)) and r ∈ C(G).
If, in addition, the matrix U is orthogonal, then UuU−1 is orthogonal, which
means that v is orthogonal and r is a self-adjoint unitary (i.e. r = r∗ and r2 = 1).
In particular, both v and r are unitary representations of G. To extract just the
subrepresentation v, we can define an (N − 1) × N matrix V by taking the first
N − 1 rows of U . Then we have v = V uV ∗.
Note that in the condition Uξ = αeN the orthogonality implies α = ±
√
N .
The condition U(span{ξ}⊥) ⊆ span{e1, . . . , eN−1} is then satisfied automatically.
Equivalently, we may require that the last row of U equals to ±1√
N
ξ∗.
For the rest of this subsection, suppose that U ∈MN(C) is an orthogonal matrix
such that Uξ = ±√NeN and V is the (N − 1)×N matrix obtained by taking the
first N − 1 rows of U .
Lemma 4.2. V ∗ is an isometry and kerV = span{ξ}. That is, V V ∗ = 1CN−1 and
V ∗V = P(N), where P(N) is the orthogonal projection onto span{ξ}⊥.
Proof. The matrix V can be expressed as V = EU , where E is the “standard”
coisometry CN → CN−1 mapping ei 7→ ei for i < N and eN 7→ 0. So, we have
V V ∗ = EUU∗E = EE∗ = 1CN−1 .
From this, it already follows that V ∗V is a projection. Its range is V ∗V CN =
V ∗CN−1, so it is spanned by the rows of V and hence it is indeed the orthogonal
complement of the last row of U , which is a multiple of ξ. 
From the block structure UuU∗ = v ⊕ r, it follows that ∆(vij) =
∑
k vik ⊗ vkj, so
we can define the following.
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Definition 4.3. Let G = (C(G), u), u = (uij)
N
i,j=1 be a compact matrix quantum
group such that SN ⊆ G ⊆ B#+N . Then we denote V GV ∗ := (A, v), where v =
V uV ∗ ∈MN−1(C(G)) and A is the C∗-subalgebra of C(G) generated by {vij}N−1i,j=1.
Lemma 4.4. Let G = (C(G), u), u = (uij)
N
i,j=1 be a compact matrix quantum group
such that SN ⊆ G ⊆ B#+N and denote v the fundamental representation of V GV ∗.
Then its intertwiner spaces are
Mor(v⊗k, v⊗l) = {V ⊗lTV ∗⊗k | T ∈ Mor(u⊗k, u⊗l)}.
Proof. For the inclusion ⊇ take an arbitrary T ∈ Mor(u⊗k, u⊗l), so u⊗lT = Tu⊗k.
Now, we have
(V ⊗lu⊗lV ∗⊗l)(V ⊗lTV ∗⊗k) = V ⊗lu⊗lTV ∗⊗k
= V ⊗lTu⊗kV ∗⊗k = (V ⊗lTV ∗⊗k)(V ⊗ku⊗kV ∗⊗k),
where we used that V ∗V is the projection onto the (N − 1)-dimensional invariant
subspace, so it commutes with u. For the inclusion ⊆, we can similarly prove that
given an intertwiner T ∈ Mor(v⊗k, v⊗l), we have that V ∗⊗lTV ⊗k ∈ Mor(u⊗k, u⊗l)
and we can express T = V ⊗k(V ∗⊗kTV ⊗l)V ∗⊗l using that V V ∗ is the identity. 
4.2. The definition of Girr+ and G
irr
− . In the following, we define such an orthogonal
matrix U explicitly. Recall that we require the last row of U to be ±1√
N
ξ∗. For the
rest of the matrix U we can choose arbitrary rows that complete the last one to an
orthonormal basis. Nevertheless, we choose a very specific symmetric form, where
the matrix elements Uij can be written as a combination aδij + b. The motivation
will be clear in the following text (compare also with Section 7).
Definition 4.5. Let us define two orthogonal matrices U(N,+), U(N,−) ∈ MN(C) as
follows
[U(N,±)]ij = δij − 1
N − 1
(
1± 1√
N
)
,
[U(N,±)]iN = [U(N,±)]Nj = [U(N,±)]NN = ± 1√
N
.
for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}. Let us also denote V(N,±) the (N − 1)×N matrix formed
by the first N − 1 rows of U(N,±).
Definition 4.6. Let G = (C(G), u) be a compact matrix quantum group such that
SN ⊆ G ⊆ B#+N . Then we denote Girr± := V(N,±)GV ∗(N,±) as in Definition 4.3.
Lemma 4.7. It holds that
SN−1 ⊆ V(N,±)SNV ∗(N,±).
Proof. Take any permutation σ ∈ SN such that σ(N) = N . Consider its permutation
matrix A ∈ SN given by Aij = δiσ(j). Now, it is enough to check that V AV ∗ =
A|CN−1 , where, for simplicity, we write just shortly V := V(N,±). Indeed, thanks to
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the fact that V is of the form Vij = aδij+b+cδNj, it is easy to see that Viσ−1(j) = Vσ(i)j,
so
[V AV ∗]ij =
∑
k,l
Vikδkσ(l)Vjl =
∑
k
VikVjσ−1(k) =
∑
k
VikVσ(j)k = [V V
∗]iσ(j) = δiσ(j). 
We now prove the first part of our main Theorem A.
Theorem 4.8. Let G be a compact matrix quantum group such that SN ⊆ G ⊆ B#+N .
Then it holds that SN−1 ⊆ (SN)irr± ⊆ Girr± ⊆ O+N−1.
Proof. For any pair of quantum groups G,H such that SN ⊆ H ⊆ G ⊆ B#+N (sub-
groups in the sense of Subsection 2.1), we have H irr± ⊆ Girr± since the correspond-
ing ∗-homomorphism C(G) → C(H) must also map the corresponding (N − 1)-
dimensional subrepresentations. From this, the middle inclusion follows.
Since the matrix V(N,±) is a partial isometry according to Lemma 4.2, we have
that the orthogonality of u implies the orthogonality of V(N,±)uV ∗(N,±). So, we have
Girr± ⊆ O+N−1. Finally, the inclusion SN−1 ⊆ (SN)irr± is due to Lemma 4.7. 
Remark 4.9. The quantum groups Girr+ and G
irr
− are by construction obviously
similar. In Section 7, we present an explicit regular matrix T such that TGirr+ T
−1 =
Girr− (see Proposition 7.7).
4.3. Induced map of partitions. From Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 3.6 it follows
that for any quantum group corresponding to a linear category of partitions K 3
↑⊗ ↑, we have that the quantum group Girr± also corresponds to some category K±.
Our goal is to describe this category explicitly.
In Lemma 4.4 we have proven that the intertwiner spaces for the quantum group
Girr± are of the form
Mor(v⊗k, v⊗l) = {V ⊗l(N,±)TpV ∗⊗k(N,±) | p ∈ K }.
Thus, it remains to find for all linear combinations of partitions p ∈PN -lin a linear
combination q ∈ P(N−1)-lin such that Tq = V ⊗l(N,±)TpV ∗⊗k(N,±). We will now define an
operator V(N,±) mapping p 7→ q.
To formulate it we need to introduce some notation. A partition, where all points
are elements of a single block is called a block partition. A block partition with no
upper points and k lower points will be denoted bk ∈P(0, k).
Now, consider a subset I ⊆ {1, . . . , k}. A partition made by disconnecting all
points in the set I from a block partition bk will be denoted bk,I . For example,
b4,{2,4} is a partition with no upper and four lower points, where on position 2 and
4 there is a singleton and the rest is contained in one block, so b4,{2,4} = .
Now, let us denote
bk,i :=
∑
I⊆{1,...,k}
|I|=i
bk,I
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for all i < k. Note that this definition implies bk,k−1 = k↑⊗k. We have for example
b3,0 = b3 = , b3,1 = + + , b3,2 = 3 .
Finally, let us define in P(N−1)-lin(0, k) the element bk,k := (N − 1)↑⊗k.
Definition 4.10. We define the following operator V(N,±) : PN -lin →P(N−1)-lin. For
a block partition bk ∈P(0, k), we define
V(N,±)bk =
k∑
i=0
( −1
N − 1
(
1± 1√
N
))i
bk,i +
( ±1√
N
)k
↑⊗k ∈P(N−1)-lin(0, k).
For a block partition with k upper and l lower points Rrotk bk+l ∈P(k, l) we define
V(N,±) Rrotk bk+l := Rrotk V(N,±)bk+l. For general p ∈ P, we define the action of
V(N,±) blockwise. For general p ∈PN -lin we extend the action linearly.
Example 4.11. As an example, let us mention how V(N,±) acts on the smallest
block partitions.
V(N,±)b1 = V(N,±)↑ = 0,
V(N,±)b2 = V(N,±) = ,
V(N,±)b3 = V(N,±)
= − 1
N − 1
(
1± 1√
N
)
( + + ) +
1
(N − 1)2
(
2± N + 1√
N
)
,
V(N,±)b4 = − 1
N − 1
(
1± 1√
N
)
( + + + )+
+
1
(N − 1)2
(
N + 1
N
± 2√
N
)
( + + +
+ + + ) +
1
(N − 1)3
(
N2 − 6N − 5
N
∓ 8√
N
)
.
Lemma 4.12. The map V(N,±) satisfies the following.
(1) For any p ∈PN -lin, we have V(N,±)p = p+q, where q is a linear combination
of partitions containing a singleton.
(2) kerV(N,±)|PN-lin(k,l) = span{p ∈P(k, l) | p contains a singleton}.
Proof. Directly from the definition of V(N,±) we see that (1) holds for block partitions.
Since V(N,±) acts blockwise, it must hold for any partition p.
To prove part (2) note that we have V↑ = 0 (see the preceding Example 4.11).
Since V acts blockwise, we have also Vp = 0 for any p containing a singleton.
This proves the inclusion ⊇. For the opposite inclusion, we use part (1). Consider
p ∈ kerV(N,±), so 0 = V(N,±)p = p+ partitions containing a singleton. Thus, p must
be a linear combination of partitions containing a singleton. 
We complete the proof of our main Theorem A by describing the category of
partitions corresponding to the quantum groups Girr± .
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Theorem 4.13. It holds that
TV(N,±)p = V
⊗l
(N,±)TpV
∗⊗k
(N,±)
for any p ∈ PN -lin(k, l). Hence, if G is a compact matrix quantum group corre-
sponding to a category K containing ↑ ⊗ ↑, then Girr± corresponds to
V(N,±)K = {V(N,±)p | p ∈ K (k, l)} ⊆P(N−1)-lin.
Proof. To simplify the notation in the proof, let us denote V := V(N,±) and V :=
V(N,±).
To prove the first part, it is enough to show for p ∈PN -lin(k, l) that
(3) δVp(i, j) =
N∑
t1,...,tk=1
N∑
s1,...,sl=1
Vi1t1 · · ·ViktkVj1s1 · · ·Vjlslδp(t, s)
since then we can compute
TVp(ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eik) =
N−1∑
j1,...,jl=1
δVp(i, j)(ej1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ejl)
=
N−1∑
j1,...,jl=1
N∑
t1,...,tk=1
N∑
s1,...,sl=1
Vi1t1 · · ·ViktkVj1s1 · · ·Vjlslδp(t, s)(ej1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ejl)
= V ⊗lTpV ∗⊗k(ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eik).
Since V acts blockwise, it is enough to prove Equation (3) for block partitions
with no upper points bl ∈P(0, l). First, note that
N−1∑
s=1
∑
{α1,...,αk−i}
⊆{1,...,l}
δs=jα1=···=jαl−i = δbl,i(j)
for all i = 0, . . . , k and for all j1, . . . , jl ∈ {1, . . . , N −1}. Note in particular the case
i = l, where the left-hand side equals to
N−1∑
s=1
1 = N − 1 = (N − 1)δ↑⊗l(j) = δbl,l(j),
so the factor N − 1 indeed appears.
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Now, we can compute for any j1, . . . , jk ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}
N∑
s1,...,sl=1
Vj1s1 · · ·Vjlslδbl(0, s) =
N∑
s=1
Vj1s · · ·Vjls =
=
N−1∑
s=1
Vj1s · · ·Vjls + Vj1N · · ·VjlN =
=
N−1∑
s=1
l∏
α=1
(
δjαs −
1
N − 1
(
1± 1√
N
))
+
( ±1√
N
)l
=
=
N−1∑
s=1
l∑
i=0
∑
{α1,...,αl−i}
⊆{1,...,l}
(
− 1
N − 1
(
1± 1√
N
))i
δs=jα1=···=jαl−i +
( ±1√
N
)l
=
=
l∑
i=0
(
− 1
N − 1
(
1± 1√
N
))i
δbl,i(j) +
( ±1√
N
)l
= δVbl(j).
Finally, from Lemma 4.4 it follows that indeed the set V(N,±)K corresponds to
the quantum group Girr± = (C(G
irr
± ), v) in the sense that Mor(v
⊗k, v⊗l) = {Tq | q ∈
V(N,±)K }. 
Remark 4.14. Since the functor T• mapping q 7→ Tq is not injective, it might be
that V(N,±)K is not a category. However, from Proposition 5.16 it will follow that
V(N,±)K is indeed a linear category of partitions.
Remark 4.15. The map V(N,±) is not a functor. We have for example
(V(N,±)(↓ ⊗ ⊗ )) · (V(N,±)(↑ ⊗ )) = 0 · 0 = 0,
V(N,±)((↓ ⊗ ⊗ ) · (↑ ⊗ )) = V(N,±) = .
Remark 4.16. Let us try to give some explanation for the explicit form of the map
V(N,±). We give an alternative definition of this map, which is less convenient for
practical computations, but it is maybe a bit simpler to understand, and sketch the
corresponding proof of Theorem 4.13.
First, note that the map V(N,±) can be written as a composition V(N,±) = TυB,
where υ = − 1
N−1
(
1± 1√
N
)
∈ P(N−1)-lin(1, 1), so Tυ ∈ MN−1(C), and B is a
(N − 1)×N matrix with entries Bij = δij − δNj.
Now, we can define the map V(N,±) in two steps as well. First, one can prove that
for any linear combination of partitions p ∈PN -lin(k, l) we have that B⊗lTpB∗⊗k =
TBp, where Bp ∈ P(N−1)-lin(k, l) was made from p by replacing every block bj by
the linear combination bj −↑⊗j. As a consequence, we have that V ⊗lTpV ∗⊗k = TVp,
where we define Vp := υ⊗l(Bp)υ⊗k. Noticing that υ↑ = ∓ 1√
N
↑, it is easy to check
that this definition of V indeed coincides with Definition 4.10.
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Example 4.17. As an immediate application of Theorem 4.13, let us consider the
case G = B+N . This quantum group corresponds to the category K = 〈↑〉N -lin
spanned by all non-crossing partitions with blocks of size at most two. Since V(N,±)
acts blockwise, we can see from Example 4.11 that it acts as the identity for all pair
partitions (partitions with all blocks of size two). On the other hand, as we men-
tioned in Lemma 4.12, any partition containing singleton is mapped to zero. Thus,
we have that V(N,±)K is the category spanned by all non-crossing pair partitions.
According to Theorem 4.13, the quantum group Girr± corresponds to the category
V(N,±)K , so it must be the free orthogonal quantum group O+N−1.
5. The subrepresentation within the N-dimensional setting
5.1. Projection instead of the partial isometry. Recall the notation P(N) for
the orthogonal projection onto the (N−1)-dimensional invariant subspace span{ξ}⊥.
Consider a quantum groupG = (C(G), u) such that SN ⊆ G ⊆ B#+N . In the previous
section, we defined the quantum group Girr± = (C(G
irr
± ), v) generated by the (N −1)-
dimensional subrepresentation. Now, it may be useful to go back to the dimension
N and study the matrix V ∗(N,±)vV(N,±) = P(N)uP(N).
Note that the matrix P(N)uP(N) does not generate a compact matrix quantum
group P(N)GP(N) according to our definition since it is not invertible. Nevertheless, it
can be seen as a quantum group isomorphic to Girr± acting on the (N−1)-dimensional
subspace P(N)CN ⊆ CN .
We are going to use the linear combinations of partitions to study the following
category.
Definition 5.1. We denote by R˜epP(N)GP(N) the monoidal ∗-category with the set
of natural numbers with zero, N0, as objects and the following sets as morphisms
Mor((P(N)uP(N))
⊗k, (P(N)uP(N))⊗l) := {P⊗l(N)TP⊗k(N) | T ∈ Mor(u⊗k, u⊗l)}
between given objects k and l. The operations are defined in the standard way. For
every object k ∈ N0 there is the identity morphism P⊗k.
Proposition 5.2. The category R˜epPGP is monoidally ∗-isomorphic to R˜epGirr±
via
P⊗l(N)TP
⊗k
(N) 7→ V ⊗l(N,±)P⊗l(N)TP⊗k(N)V ∗⊗k(N,±) = V ⊗l(N,±)TV ∗⊗k(N,±).
Proof. We just make use of Lemma 4.2 saying that V(N,±)V ∗(N,±) = 1CN−1 and that
V ∗(N,±)V(N,±) = P(N).
The map is indeed bijective since we can express the inverse as
V ⊗l(N,±)TV
∗⊗k
(N,±) 7→ V ∗⊗l(N,±)V ⊗l(N,±)TV ∗⊗k(N,±)V ⊗k(N,±) = P⊗l(N)TP⊗k(N).
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Checking the functoriality is also straightforward. Let us check for example the
composition:
(P⊗m(N)T2P
⊗l
(N))(P
⊗l
(N)T1P
⊗k
(N)) 7→V ⊗l(N,±)P⊗m(N)T2P⊗l(N)T1P⊗k(N)V ∗⊗k(N,±)
= V ⊗m(N,±)T2V
∗⊗l
(N,±)V
⊗l
(N,±)T1V
∗⊗k
(N,±). 
So, on one hand, the category R˜epPGP provides an alternative description of
the quantum group Girr. On the other hand note that P(N) is an intertwiner of u,
so the category R˜epPGP forms a subset of R˜epG. Adding the proper intertwiners
to this category, we are able to reconstruct the category of representations of G and
hence the whole quantum group and we are also able to produce new examples of
quantum groups.
Our goal now is to transform those considerations into the simpler setting of linear
combinations of partitions.
5.2. The projective partition pi(N).
Definition 5.3. Let us define the following linear combination
pi(N) := − 1
N
∈PN -lin(1, 1).
This partition is projective in the sense that we have pi(N)pi(N) = pi(N) and pi
∗
(N) =
pi(N) (the definition of a projective partition originally appeared in [FW14]). There-
fore, also the map Tpi(N) must be an orthogonal projection.
Lemma 5.4. Tpi(N) equals to P(N) the orthogonal projection onto span{ξ}⊥.
Proof. We have that 1
N
T = 1
N
T↑T↓ = 1N ξξ
∗ is the orthogonal projection onto
span{ξ}. Therefore, Tpi(N) = 1 − 1NT is the projection onto the orthogonal com-
plement. 
Definition 5.5. We define a linear map P(N) : PN -lin → PN -lin acting as P(N)p =
pi⊗l(N)ppi
⊗k
(N) for all p ∈PN -lin(k, l).
Example 5.6. As an example, let us compute the action of P(N) on small block
partitions (cf. Example 4.11):
P(N)↑ = 0,
P(N) = − 1
N
↑ ⊗ ↑ = Lrotpi(N),
P(N) = − 1
N
( + + ) +
2
N2
,
P(N) = − 1
N
( + + + )+
+
1
N2
( + + + + + ) +
3
N3
.
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Remark 5.7. Let us make the following remarks on the action of P(N).
(1) The operator P(N) acts (similarly as V(N)) by cutting legs from blocks. In
particular, for any p ∈PN -lin we have that P(N)p = p+ q, where q is a linear
combination of partitions containing at least one singleton.
(2) For any linear combination p of partitions containing a singleton, we have
P(N)p = 0. This follows from the fact that pi(N)↑ = 0.
(3) Using the same counterexample as in Remark 4.15, we can prove that P(N)
is not a functor.
If we consider a linear category K such that ↑⊗↑ ∈ K , then P(N)K ⊆ K . The
set P(N) corresponds to intertwiners of the form TP(N)p = P⊗lTpP⊗k, i.e. elements
of the category R˜epPGP . In the following subsection, we are going to describe the
sets P(N)K in an abstract way giving them also a structure of a category.
5.3. Reduced linear categories of partitions.
Definition 5.8. A vector subspace Kred ⊆ PN -lin is called reduced linear category
of partitions if
• pi(N),Lrot pi(N),Rrotpi(N) ∈ Kred,
• P(N)Kred = Kred,
• Kred is closed under the category operations (i.e. tensor product, composi-
tion, and involution).
Any reduced linear category indeed forms a monoidal ∗-category. The identity
morphism is pi⊗k(N) ∈PN -lin(k, k) for every k ∈ N0.
Lemma 5.9. Any reduced linear category of partitions is closed under left and right
rotation.
Proof. The proof is the same as in the case of ordinary categories of partitions. We
just have to use pi(N), Lrot pi(N) and Rrot pi(N) instead of , and . 
Remark 5.10. From Remark 5.7(2) it follows that every reduced category Kred
does not contain any linear combination of the form q ⊗ ↑. In particular, we have
↑ ⊗ ↑ 6∈ Kred for every reduced category Kred. On the other hand, if we complete it
to an ordinary linear category of partitions, we always have ↑⊗↑ ∈ 〈Kred〉N -lin since
↑ ⊗ ↑ = N( − Lrotpi(N)).
Proposition 5.11. Let K be a linear category of partitions such that ↑ ⊗ ↑ ∈ K .
Then P(N)K is a reduced category.
Proof. Since ∈ K , we have pi(N) = P(N) ∈ P(N)K and similarly for its rotations.
From the projective property of pi(N) it follows that P(N)p = p for every p ∈
P(N)K , which implies that the second axiom holds true.
Moreover, we also have pi⊗l(N)p = p and ppi
⊗k
(N) = p for p ∈ P(N)K (k, l), which can
be used to prove the third axiom. For example, taking any p ∈ P(N)K (k, l) and
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q ∈ P(N)K (l,m), we have qp ∈ K (k,m) since P(N)K ⊆ K and hence also
qp = pi⊗m(N)qppi
⊗k
(N) = P(N)(qp) ∈ P(N)K (k,m). 
In particular, the whole set P(N)PN -lin forms a reduced category. This allows us to
introduce the notation 〈p1, . . . , pn〉N -red for the smallest reduced category containing
p1, . . . , pn ∈ P(N)PN -lin.
Lemma 5.12. Let p1, . . . , pn ∈ P(N)PN -lin. Then
〈〈p1, . . . , pn〉N -red〉N -lin = 〈p1, . . . , pn, ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin.
Proof. On the left-hand side there is a linear category containing p1, . . . , pn, and
↑ ⊗ ↑, which implies the inclusion ⊇. The category on the right hand side contains
p1, . . . , pn and rotations of pi(N) and it is of course closed under the category op-
erations. So, 〈p1, . . . , pn〉N -red ⊆ 〈p1, . . . , pn, ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin, which implies the opposite
inclusion ⊆. 
We have proven that P(N)K is a reduced category for any linear category of
partitions K containing ↑⊗↑. Now, we prove that all reduced categories are of this
form.
Proposition 5.13. Let Kred be a reduced category. Then
Kred = P(N)〈Kred〉N -lin = P(N)〈Kred, 〉N -lin = P(N)〈Kred, ↑〉N -lin.
Proof. Denote by K the set of all p′ ∈ PN -lin such that p′ was made by adding
singletons to some p ∈ Kred. To be more precise, we can formulate this condition
recursively: for any p ∈ K it holds that either p ∈ Kred or there is q ∈ K such that
p is some rotation of q⊗↑ (including the possibility that q is a multiple of the empty
partition, so p = α↑ ∈ K and p = α↓ ∈ K).
Now, let us prove that spanK is a linear category of partitions. The identity
partition is a linear combination of pi(N) ∈ Kred ⊆ K and ∈ K, so it is contained in
spanK. Similarly the pair partitions are also contained in spanK. It is clear that K
is closed under tensor product and involution, so let us prove it for the composition.
Take arbitrary composable p′, q′ ∈ K, which were made from p, q ∈ Kred by adding
singletons. If the added singletons in the lower row of p′ do not exactly match the
singletons in the upper row of q′, we have q′p′ = 0 since pi(N)↑ = 0. Otherwise it is
easy to see that q′p′ can be made from qp by adding singletons and multiplying by
some factor Nα, so q′p′ ∈ spanK.
This implies that
Kred ⊆ 〈Kred〉N -lin ⊆ 〈Kred, 〉N -lin ⊆ 〈Kred, ↑〉N -lin ⊆ spanK.
Now, since P(N)p = 0 for any p containing a singleton, we have P(N)K =
P(N)Kred = Kred. So, applying P(N) on the chain of containments above, we have
Kred ⊆ P(N)〈Kred〉N -lin ⊆ P(N)〈Kred, 〉N -lin ⊆ P(N)〈Kred, ↑〉N -lin ⊆ Kred,
which implies the proposition. 
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Corollary 5.14. For any p1, . . . , pn ∈ P(N)PN -lin, we have
〈p1, . . . , pn〉N -red = P(N)〈p1, . . . , pn, ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin.
Proof. Combining Proposition 5.13 and Lemma 5.12, we have
〈p1, . . . , pn〉N -red = P(N)〈〈p1, . . . , pn〉N -red〉N -lin = P(N)〈p1, . . . , pn, ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin. 
5.4. Relation between PK and VK . Consider a linear category of partitionsK
with ↑ ⊗ ↑ ∈ K corresponding to a quantum group G with fundamental represen-
tation u. In the previous sections we constructed the maps between categories as
illustrated by the following diagram. From Lemma 4.2, it follows that V P = V , so
the lower part of the diagram commutes. Moreover, in Proposition 5.2 we proved
that the map R˜epPGP → R˜epV GV ∗ is a monoidal ∗-isomorphism. In this subsec-
tion we lift those two properties also to the upper part of the diagram.
K PK VK
R˜epG R˜epPGP R˜epV GV ∗
V
T• T• T•
P V
Proposition 5.15. It holds that V(N,±)P(N) = V(N,±).
Proof. Take an arbitrary p ∈P. By Remark 5.7(1), we know P(N)p = p+ q, where
q is a linear combination of partitions containing a singleton. From Lemma 4.12 it
follows, that q ∈ kerV(N,±), so
V(N,±)P(N)p = V(N,±)(p+ q) = V(N,±)p. 
As mentioned in Remarks 4.15 and 5.7(3), the maps V : K → VK and P : K →
PK are not functors. Nevertheless, we prove in the following proposition that,
similarly as R˜epPGP is monoidally ∗-isomorphic to R˜epV GV ∗, we have the same
isomorphism for PK and VK . So, those two categories are also equivalent descrip-
tions of the same phenomenon.
Recall that according to Propositions 5.11 and 5.13, PK is a reduced category
and conversely every reduced category is of this form. Note also that the following
proposition also proves that V(N,±)Kred, resp V(N,±)K is indeed a linear category of
partitions for any reduced category Kred, resp. for any linear category K 3 ↑ ⊗ ↑.
Proposition 5.16. Let Kred ⊆PN -lin be a reduced category. The map
V(N,±) : Kred → V(N,±)Kred ⊆P(N−1)-lin
is an isomorphism of monoidal ∗-categories.
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Proof. To simplify the notation, let us denote V := V(N,±), V := V(N,±), P := P(N),
P := P(N).
First, let us prove the injectivity. From Lemma 4.12 and Remark 5.10, it follows
that
kerV|Kred(k,l) = Kred ∩ span{p ∈P(k, l) | p contains a singleton} = {0}.
As for the functorial property note that since V acts blockwise, it behaves well with
respect to the tensor product and involution for arbitrary elements ofPN -lin. For the
composition, take any p ∈ Kred(k, l) and q ∈ Kred(l,m), then using Theorem 4.13,
Lemma 4.2, and Lemma 5.4 we have the following
TVq Vp = TVqTVp = V ⊗mTqV ∗⊗lV ⊗lTpV ∗⊗k =
= V ⊗mTqP⊗lTpV ∗⊗k = V ⊗mTqTpi⊗lpV
∗⊗k = V ⊗mTqTpV ∗⊗k = TV(qp).
This essentially repeats what we have already proven in Proposition 5.2. That is,
that V induces a functor R˜epPGP → R˜epV GV ∗ for the corresponding categories
of representations. If the functor T•, p 7→ Tp was an isomorphism, this would end
the proof. Note that the functor T• depends on N . We are going to use Corollary 3.4
saying that T• acting on PN -lin(k, l), for fixed k and l, is injective for large N .
So, let us fix integers k, l,m ∈ N0 and two partitions p ∈P(k, l) and q ∈P(l,m).
Let us number all partitions in P(k,m) as {xi} :=P(k,m). Then, we can express
for every N ∈ N the compositions
V(N,±)q V(N,±)p =:
∑
i
αi(N)xi
V(N,±)(qp) =:
∑
i
βi(N)xi
As we already computed, we have for every N ∈ N the equality TV(N,±)q V(N,±)p =
TV(N,±)(qp). For N ≥ N0 := max{k, l,m} the functor T• is an isomorphism, so
V(N,±)qV(N,±)p = V(N,±)(qp). In other words, we have αi(N) = βi(N) for every
i and every N ≥ N0. From the definition of the map V and the composition of
partitions, it follows that both αi(N) and βi(N) are polynomials in
√
N (up to
some normalization). If two polynomials of one variable coincide on an infinite set,
they must coincide everywhere. Hence, αi(N) = βi(N) for every N ∈ N. 
Corollary 5.17. For any p1, . . . , pn ∈ P(N)PN -lin, we have
V(N,±)〈p1, . . . , pn〉N -red = 〈V(N,±)p1, . . . ,V(N,±)pn〉(N−1)-lin.
Proof. Any element of the left hand side was made by a finite amount of category
operations applied on p1, . . . , pn, pi(N) and then applying the functor V(N,±). Thanks
to the functoriality of V(N), this equals to applying the same operations on the
elements V(N,±)p1, . . . ,V(N,±)pn, and V(N,±)pi(N) = , which are the generators of
the right-hand side. 
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Corollary 5.18. For any p1, . . . , pn ∈PN -lin, we have
V(N,±)〈P(N)p1, . . . ,P(N)pn, ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin = 〈V(N,±)p1, . . . ,V(N,±)pn〉(N−1)-lin.
Proof. Using Proposition 5.15 and Corollary 5.14 we can express
V(N,±)〈P(N)p1, . . . ,P(N)pn, ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin = V(N,±)〈P(N)p1, . . . ,P(N)pn〉N -red.
Now, we just apply the previous corollary. 
5.5. The way back. The tools we developed in this section are now going to help
us to do the converse of Section 4. That is, to extend an irreducible representation of
a quantum group by a one-dimensional representation and describe the intertwiner
spaces.
A general question, which we are not going to answer here, is the following.
Given a compact quantum group H such that SN−1 ⊆ (SN)irr± ⊆ H ⊆ O+N−1, find
all quantum groups G such that SN ⊆ G ⊆ B#+N and H = Girr± . In the following
theorem, constituting our main Theorem C, we are going to describe the intertwiner
spaces of the three canonical choices for such extension G. Those are the group H
itself extended by a trivial representation, the tensor product H × Zˆ2 and the free
product H ∗ Zˆ2.
Theorem 5.19. Let Kred ⊆PN -lin be a reduced category. Denote by H the quantum
group SN−1 ⊆ H ⊆ O+N−1 corresponding to the category V(N,±)Kred. Then we can
construct the quantum group corresponding to the following categories
〈Kred〉N -lin corresponds to U∗(N,±)(H ∗ Zˆ2)U(N,±),
〈Kred, 〉N -lin corresponds to U∗(N,±)(H × Zˆ2)U(N,±),
〈Kred, ↑〉N -lin corresponds to U∗(N,±)(H × E)U(N,±),
where E = (C, 1) is the trivial (quantum) group.
Proof. For simplicity, denote U := U(N,±), V := V(N,±). Denote by G the quantum
group corresponding to 〈Kred〉N -lin and by (uij)ni,j=1 its fundamental representation.
As mentioned in Remark 5.10, ↑ ⊗ ↑ ∈ 〈Kred〉N -lin, so UuU∗ = v ⊕ r, where
v = V uV ∗ ∈ MN−1(C(G)) and r =
∑
k uik ∈ C(G) such that r2 = 1. Using
Proposition 5.13 and 5.15 we derive V〈Kred〉N -lin = VP〈Kred〉N -lin = VKred, so
we see that v is the fundamental representation of H, i.e. H = Girr± according to
Theorem 4.13. To prove that G = U∗(H ∗Zˆ2)U , it remains to show that there are no
additional relations in C(G) apart from the relations for v and the relations r = r∗,
r2 = 1.
The relations in C(G) are precisely those corresponding to partitions in the cat-
egory 〈Kred〉N -lin, which is generated by Kred (and the pair partition of course).
So, the relations are the orthogonality of u, which is equivalent to orthogonality
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of v and the relations r = r∗, r2 = 1, and the relations implied by the partitions
p ∈ Kred. Taking any p ∈ Kred, the relation Tpu⊗k = u⊗lTp is equivalent to
U⊗lTpU∗⊗k(v ⊕ r)⊗k = U⊗lTpu⊗kU∗⊗k = U⊗lu⊗lTpU∗⊗k = (v ⊕ r)⊗lU⊗lTpU∗⊗k.
Noticing that Tp = Tpi⊗kppi⊗l = P
⊗kTpP⊗l and that UP = EU , where E is the
orthogonal projection onto the first N − 1 basis vectors, we see that those relations
only contain the subrepresentation v and hence are equivalent to the relations in
C(H).
The partitions and ↑ correspond to additional relations ruij = uijr and
r = 1 respectively. From this, the rest of the proposition follows. 
Remark 5.20. As a consequence, we have that the inclusions
〈Kred〉N -lin ⊆ 〈Kred, 〉N -lin ⊆ 〈Kred, ↑〉N -lin,
are always strict.
6. Examples
In this section, we apply the theory developed in the previous sections to easy
quantum groups. Given an easy category K containing ↑ ⊗ ↑ and the correspond-
ing easy quantum group G, we compute the category V(N,±)K corresponding to the
quantum group H := Girr± . Then, we apply Theorem 5.19 to compute the intertwin-
ers of the quantum groups H ∗ Zˆ2, H × Zˆ2 and H × E.
6.1. Non-crossing examples. In this subsection we are going to use our approach
for the easy quantum groups B+N , S
′+
N and S
+
N . We will denote by NC the set of all
non-crossing partitions. This is a category in the Banica–Speicher sense correspond-
ing to the quantum group S+N . We will denote by NC
′ the set of all non-crossing
partitions of even length, which corresponds to the quantum group S ′+N = S
+
N ×˜ Zˆ2.
In the language of linear categories of partitions, we have
NCN -lin = 〈 , ↑〉N -lin = 〈 〉N -lin, NC ′N -lin = 〈 , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin.
Lemma 6.1. It holds that
P(N)NCN -lin = 〈P(N) 〉N -red.
Proof. It is easy to check that NCN -lin = 〈 〉N -lin = 〈P(N) , ↑〉N -lin (see also
Example 5.6). From Lemma 5.12 we have 〈〈P(N) 〉N -red〉N -lin = 〈P(N) , ↑ ⊗
↑〉N -lin. Adding the singleton to the category on both sides, we have
NCN -lin = 〈P(N) , ↑〉N -lin = 〈〈P(N) 〉N -red, ↑〉N -lin.
Finally, we use Proposition 5.13 to derive
P(N)NCN -lin = P(N)〈〈P(N) 〉N -red, ↑〉N -lin = 〈P(N) 〉N -red. 
Lemma 6.2. Suppose N > 3. It holds that
P(N)NC ′N -lin = 〈P(N) 〉N -red.
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Proof. In this case, the inclusion ⊇ follows from Proposition 5.11. For the converse,
it is easy to see that P(N)NC ′N -lin(k, l) = spanP(N)NC ′(k, l). So, it remains to prove
P(N)NC ′ ⊆ 〈P(N) 〉N -red. We will show it in four steps.
Step 1. P(N)bk ∈ 〈P(N) 〉N -red for all k even.
Here bk ∈ P(0, k) is the block partition, that is, a partition where all points are
contained in one block (recall the definition in Subsection 4.3). We will show the
statement by induction. It holds for k = 2 by the definition of reduced categories
and for k = 4 since P(N)b4 is the generator. Now, consider k > 4 and suppose
P(N)bi ∈ P(N)〈 〉N -red for all i < k even. We compute that
(pi⊗(k−4) ⊗ P(N) ⊗ pi⊗2)(pi⊗(k−3) ⊗ P(N) )P(N)bk−2 =
= (pi⊗(k−4) ⊗ P(N) ⊗ pi⊗2)(P(N)bk − 1
N
P(N)bk−3 ⊗ P(N) ) =
=
(
1− 3
N
)
P(N)bk + 1
N2
(
P(N)bk−2 ⊗ P(N) +R−2(P(N)bk−2 ⊗ P(N) )
+ P(N)bk−4 ⊗ P(N)b4
)
− 1
N3
P(N)bk−4 ⊗ P(N) ⊗ P(N) .
All the terms except for P(N)bk are surely elements of the category 〈P(N) 〉N -red,
so P(N)bk must be as well. The idea of the computation is maybe more clear using
the pictorial representation for partitions. Using the definition P(N)p = pi⊗l(N)ppi⊗k(N)
for p ∈PN -lin(k, l) and the projective property pi(N)pi(N) = pi(N), we can express the
left hand side in the following form
pi pi pi pi pi
pi pi pi pi pi pi pi
pi pi pi pi pi pi pi
. . . = P
 pi
pi pi
. . .
 .
We obtain the result on the right-hand side simply by substituting pi = − 1
N
.
Step 2. P(N)bk⊗P(N)bl ∈ 〈P(N) 〉N -red for any k, l ≥ 2 such that k+ l is even.
This can be seen inductively from the following
(pi⊗k ⊗ P(N) ⊗ pi⊗l)(P(N)bk+1 ⊗ P(N)bl+1) = P(N)bk+l − 1
N
(P(N)bk ⊗ P(N)bl).
Pictorially,
pi pi
. . .
pi pi pi pi
. . .
pi pi
pi pi
. . .
pi pi
. . .
pi pi
= P
(
. . . . . .pipi
)
= P
(
. . . . . . − 1
N
. . . . . .
)
.
Step 3. (P(N)bk)∗⊗ ⊗P(N)bk ∈ 〈P(N) 〉N -red for any k ∈ N (including the odd
ones).
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For k = 1 we have P(N)bk = 0. Considering k ≥ 2, the assertion follows from
(pi ⊗ (P(N)bk)∗ ⊗ P(N)bk)((P(N)bk)∗ ⊗ P(N)bk ⊗ pi) =
=
((
1− 1
N
)k−1
−
(−1
N
)k−1)
(P(N)bk)∗ ⊗ ⊗ P(N)bk.
Pictorially,
pi pi pi pi pi. . .
. . .
pi pi pi pi pi. . .
. . .
pi pi pi pi pi
= P
( . . .
. . .
pi pi pi. . .
. . .
)
=
((
1− 1
N
)k−1
−
(−1
N
)k−1)
P . . . . . . .
Step 4. P(N)p ∈ 〈P(N) 〉N -red for every p ∈ NC ′.
Without loss of generality we can assume that p has lower points only since reduced
categories are closed under rotations. Now, denote l1, . . . , ln the sizes of the blocks
in p ordered in such a way that first come all even numbers and then all odd num-
bers. Since p ∈ NC ′, we have that ∑ li is even, so there is an even number of
odd numbers in the tuple (li). We can construct P(N)p ∈ P(N)〈P(N) 〉N -red by
computing P(N)bl1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ P(N)bln ∈ 〈P(N) 〉N -red and then using compositions
with (P(N)bk)∗ ⊗ pi ⊗ P(N)bk = P(N) . . . . . . ∈ 〈P(N) 〉N -red to move the
blocks to their positions. 
We are now able to deal with the counterpart of the isomorphism G = B+N ' O+N−1
for the case of G = S+N .
Proposition 6.3. Suppose N > 3. It holds that
〈V(N,±) 〉(N−1)-lin corresponds to (S+N ×˜ Zˆ2)irr± = (S+N)irr± ×˜ Zˆ2,
〈V(N,±) 〉(N−1)-lin corresponds to (S+N)irr± .
See Example 4.11 for the explicit form of V(N,±) and V(N,±) .
Proof. Using Lemma 6.1, Proposition 5.15 and Corollary 5.17, we derive
V(N,±)NCN -lin = V(N,±)P(N)NCN -lin = V(N,±)〈P(N) 〉N -red = 〈V(N,±) 〉(N−1)-lin,
so, according to Theorem 4.13, 〈V(N,±) 〉(N−1)-lin corresponds to (S+N)irr± .
Similarly, we deduce that 〈V(N,±) 〉(N−1)-lin corresponds to (S+N ×˜ Zˆ2)irr± =
V(N,±)(S+N ×˜Zˆ2)V ∗(N,±). The quantum group S+N ×˜Zˆ2 is determined by the fundamental
representation of the form u′ = su, where u is the fundamental representation of S+N ,
s generates C∗(Z2) and suij = uijs. We see that V(N,±)u′V ∗(N,±) = s(V(N,±)uV ∗(N,±)) =
sv, where v generates the quantum group (S+N)
irr
± , so indeed (S
+
N ×˜ Zˆ2)irr± = (S+N)irr± ×˜
Zˆ2. 
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Proposition 6.4. The categories
〈P(N) , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin ⊆ 〈P(N) , 〉N -lin ⊆ NCN -lin
⊆ ⊆ ⊆
〈P(N) , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin ⊆ 〈P(N) , 〉N -lin ⊆ 〈P(N) , ↑〉N -lin
⊆ ⊆ ⊆
〈↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin ⊆ 〈 〉N -lin ⊆ 〈↑〉N -lin
correspond to quantum groups G := U∗(N,±)G
′U(N,±), where G′ equals to
(S+N)
irr
± ∗ Zˆ2 ⊇ (S+N)irr± × Zˆ2 ⊇ (S+N)irr± × E
⊇ ⊇ ⊇
((S+N)
irr
± ×˜ Zˆ2) ∗ Zˆ2 ⊇ ((S+N)irr± ×˜ Zˆ2)× Zˆ2 ⊇ ((S+N)irr± ×˜ Zˆ2)× E
⊇ ⊇ ⊇
O+N−1 ∗ Zˆ2 ⊇ O+N−1 × Zˆ2 ⊇ O+N−1 × E
and E = (C, (1)) is the trivial quantum group.
Proof. To prove this proposition, we just use Theorem 5.19 for each row. Let us
have a look on the first row in more detail. Here, we take Kred := P(N)NCN -lin =
〈P(N) 〉N -red (see Lemma 6.1). According to Proposition 6.3, the linear category
V(N,±)Kred = 〈V(N,±) 〉(N−1)-lin corresponds to the quantum group H := (S+N)irr± .
From Theorem 5.19 it follows that the quantum groups
〈Kred, ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin ⊆ 〈Kred, 〉N -lin ⊆ 〈Kred, ↑〉N -lin
indeed correspond to the quantum groups given by the first row of the second ta-
ble. Now, using Lemma 5.12 we see that 〈Kred, ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin = 〈P(N) , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin.
Noticing that both and ↑ generate ↑⊗↑, we can use Lemma 5.12 to prove also
〈Kred, 〉N -lin = 〈P(N) , 〉N -lin and 〈Kred, ↑〉N -lin = 〈P(N) , ↑〉N -lin. Fi-
nally, it is easy to see that the latter category equals to the lineear category spanned
by all non-crossing partitions NCN -lin. Indeed, note that NCN -lin is generated by
, which is clearly contained in 〈P(N) , ↑〉N -lin.
The second and third line can be proven by exactly the same argumentation as
the first one. This time using Lemma 6.2 resp. Example 4.17. 
Remark 6.5. Note that the lower lines of the diagrams in Proposition 6.4 reveal
again the well-known isomorphisms B+N ' O+N−1, B′+N ' ON−1 × Zˆ2, and B#+N '
ON−1 ∗ Zˆ2 discovered in [Rau12, Theorem 4.1] and [Web13, Proposition 5.2]. See
also Example 4.17.
6.2. The crossing partition.
Proposition 6.6. We have the following inclusions.
〈 , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin = 〈 , 〉N -lin ( 〈 , ↑〉N -lin
( = =
〈P(N) , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin ( 〈P(N) , 〉N -lin ( 〈P(N) , ↑〉N -lin
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Those categories correspond to quantum groups G := U∗(N,±)G
′U(N,±), where G′ equals
to
ON−1 ∗ Zˆ2 ) ON−1 × Zˆ2 ) ON−1 × E.
Proof. The equality and inclusion in the first line is known [Web13] (see also Sub-
section 3.6). The vertical equalities are easy to see if we write
P(N) = − 1
N
− 1
N
+
1
N2
.
Note that V(N,±)P(N) = V(N,±) = , so V(N,±)〈P(N) 〉N -red = 〈 〉(N−1)-lin,
which corresponds to the (quantum) group ON−1. Now, the strictness of the in-
clusions in the second row as well as the quantum group picture follow from Theo-
rem 5.19 with Kred := 〈P(N) 〉N -red. 
Similarly, we can add the partition P(N) to all the categories in Proposition 6.4
and obtain the same quantum groups “without the plusses”.
The meaning of the element P(N) can be seen from the corresponding C*-
algebraical relation, which is
(
uij − 1N r
) (
ukl − 1N r
)
=
(
ukl − 1N r
) (
uij − 1N r
)
. This
is equivalent to say that ab = ba for every a, b ∈ span{uij − 1N r} = span{vij},
where v = V(N,±)uV ∗(N,±).
Remark 6.7. Applying P(N) to one of the vertical equalities in Proposition 6.6 and
using Lemma 5.12 and Proposition 5.13 as in the proof of Lemma 6.1, we get that
P(N)〈 , 〉N -lin = P(N)〈 , ↑〉N -lin = 〈P(N) 〉N -red.
Thus, we also have
V(N,±)〈 , 〉N -lin = V(N,±)〈 , ↑〉N -lin = 〈 〉(N−1)-lin.
This can be seen also from the quantum group picture. If 〈 , ↑〉N -lin corresponds to
U∗(N,±)(ON−1×E)U(N,±) then the map V(N,±) should yield the category corresponding
to ON−1, which is precisely 〈 〉(N−1)-lin.
6.3. Half-liberations.
Proposition 6.8. The categories
〈P(N) , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin ( 〈P(N) , 〉N -lin ( 〈P(N) , ↑〉N -lin
correspond to quantum groups G := U∗(N,±)G
′U(N,±), where G′ equals to
O∗N−1 ∗ Zˆ2 ) O∗N−1 × Zˆ2 ) O∗N−1 × E.
Proof. Again we have V(N,±)P(N) = V(N,±) = , so V(N,±)〈P(N) 〉N -red =
〈 〉(N−1)-lin, which corresponds to the quantum group O∗N−1. Thus, the statement
follows from Theorem 5.19. 
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Again, the meaning of the element P(N) can be seen from the correspond-
ing C*-algebraical relation, which can be written as abc = cba for every a, b, c ∈
span
{
uij − 1N r
}
= span{vij}, where v = V(N,±)uV ∗(N,±).
The category 〈P(N) , ↑〉N -lin and the corresponding quantum group was recently
independently studied by Banica [Ban18b].
Remark 6.9. In this case, we have no counterpart of the “vertical equalities” of
Proposition 6.6. In fact, we have
〈P(N) , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin ( 〈 , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin ( 〈 , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin
) ) =
〈P(N) , 〉N -lin ( 〈 , 〉N -lin = 〈 , 〉N -lin
) ) )
〈P(N) , ↑〉N -lin ( 〈 , ↑〉N -lin = 〈 , ↑〉N -lin
The inequalities in the last two rows can be seen after applying V(N,±) since we
get 〈 〉(N−1)-lin on the left-hand side, but 〈 〉(N−1)-lin on the right-hand side. To
see the inequality in the first row, note for example that 〈 , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin contains
the linear combination ( ⊗ pi ⊗ pi) corresponding to the relation abr = rba for
a, b ∈ span{vij}. Therefore, the quantum group corresponding to 〈 , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin
contains a relation between v and r, so it must be a strict quantum subgroup of the
free product O∗N−1 ∗ Zˆ2.
Nevertheless, using the explicit description of the category 〈 , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin pre-
sented in [Web13, Proposition 3.5], it is possible to show that
P(N)〈 , ↑ ⊗ ↑〉N -lin = 〈P(N) 〉N -red.
7. Categories of partitions for similar CMQGs
In this section, we apply a procedure analogous to Section 4 to construct similar
quantum groups. Consider a compact matrix quantum group G such that SN ⊆ G ⊆
O+N , so G is described by some linear category of partitionsK . We are going to find
a regular matrix T ∈MN(C) such that SN ⊆ TGT−1 ⊆ O+N , so G˜ := TGT−1 is also
described by some linear category K˜ . We are going to find an explicit description
of this category.
Definition 7.1. We define τ(N) := − 2N ∈ PN -lin(1, 1). We define a linear map
T(N) : PN -lin →PN -lin mapping p 7→ τ⊗l(N)pτ⊗k(N) for p ∈PN -lin(k, l).
Remark 7.2. Note that it holds that τ(N)τ(N) = and τ
∗
(N) = τ(N). Therefore, the
same holds for the map Tτ(N) . That is, T
−1
τ(N)
= Tτ(N) = T
∗
τ(N)
, so Tτ(N) is a self-adjoint
unitary.
Remark 7.3. Note the subtle distinction between the linear combinations τ(N) =
− 2
N
and pi(N) = − 1N that quite changes their properties and their meaning. Note
also the similarity between the matrix Tτ(N) having entries Tij = δij − 2N and the
matrices U(N+1,±), V(N+1,±) or P(N).
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Theorem 7.4. Let G = (C(G), u), SN ⊆ G ⊆ O+N be a CMQG corresponding to a
category K ⊆PN -lin. Denote G˜ := Tτ(N)GT−1τ(N) := (C(G), Tτ(N)uT−1τ(N)). Then
(1) SN ⊆ G˜ ⊆ O+N , so G˜ corresponds to some category K˜ ,
(2) K˜ = T(N)K = {τ⊗l(N)pτ⊗k(N) | p ∈ K (k, l)}k,l∈N0,
(3) T(N) is a monoidal ∗-isomorphism.
(4) If ↑ ⊗ ↑ ∈ K then G = G˜.
Proof. The map Tτ(N) is an intertwiner of SN (as any map Tp for p ∈PN -lin). Thus,
taking u′ the fundamental representation of SN ⊆ G, we have that Tτ(N)u′T−1τ(N) = u′,
so SN ⊆ Tτ(N)GT−1τ(N) . In Remark 7.2 we mentioned that Tτ(N) is orthogonal, which
implies Tτ(N)GT
−1
τ(N)
⊆ O+N .
For the second point we can see that for any p ∈PN -lin(k) we have that u⊗lTp =
Tpu
⊗k if and only if v⊗lTτ⊗lpτ⊗k = Tτ⊗lpτ⊗kv⊗k, where v = Tτ(N)uT
−1
τ(N)
.
Proving the isomorphism property is straightforward.
Finally, if ↑ ⊗ ↑ ∈ K , then τ(N) ∈ K , which implies that K˜ = T(N)K ⊆ K .
From the isomorphism property K˜ = K . 
Remark 7.5. The implication in the last point cannot be reversed. For example,
we can see that T(N) = , so T(N)〈 〉N -lin = 〈 〉N -lin although ↑ ⊗ ↑ 6∈ 〈 〉N -lin.
Example 7.6. As a non-trivial example, we can compute that
T(N) = − 2
N
( + + + )
+
4
N2
( + + + + + )− 16
N3
.
From Theorem 7.4 it follows that the category 〈 〉N -lin is isomorphic to the cat-
egory 〈T(N) 〉N -lin and they describe similar quantum groups. Since T(N) 6∈
〈 〉N -lin, we see that the categories are not equal, so the quantum groups are
not identical. As a consequence 〈T(N) 〉N -lin is a non-easy linear category of
partitions corresponding to a compact matrix quantum group similar to H+N but not
identical with H+N .
Proposition 7.7. Consider a compact matrix quantum group G such that SN ⊆
G ⊆ B#+N . Then Tτ(N−1)Girr± T−1τ(N−1) = Girr∓ , i.e. Girr+ and Girr− are similar.
Proof. It is straightforward to check that Tτ(N−1)V(N,±) = V(N,∓). 
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